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Preface
This manual is designed to be used as a supplement to the instruction and assembly
manual that comes with the Dream Flyer, a flight motion simulator produced and sold by
Flight Motion Simulations of Kelowna, British Columbia.
The Dream Flyer modifications that are suggested within this manual will help to provide
the operator a great sense of realism. They will become immersed into the simulation
and get a realistic sense that they are actually flying the Schweizer 2-33 glider.
The computer system and the software will play a vital role in making the simulation that
the operator receives seem real. The Microsoft Flight Simulator program is extremely
complex and requires a computer capable to support fast microprocessor logic and it must
be able to deliver consistent high end graphics to the 3 display monitors. To provide high
end graphics to the 3 monitors it is essential that dual graphic output cards are used with
the Microsoft Flight Simulator program.
A well built Dream Flyer, combined with a high quality computer system, is fully capable
of taking the operator from sitting in a chair in a room to suddenly believing they are
inside of an Air Cadet glider performing takeoffs, turns, circuits, landings, and more.
Training sessions and scenarios provided in this manual will provide the operator an
opportunity to demonstrate several of the actual flight training manoeuvres as taught to
students who are selected to receive their Transport Canada glider pilot licence.
Good luck with your Dream Flyer Glider Flight Simulation experience.

April 2011
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VOLUME I
Chapter 1. Additional Tools and Hardware Required
1.
In addition to the tools and hardware supplied with the Dream Flyer, the
following items are required for assembly/modifications:
TOOLS:
- 1/4 inch electric drill (cordless recommended)
- 1/4 inch drill bit
- 1/8 inch drill bit
- Vise, Bench top
- Pipe cutter tool, 1 inch throat
- Phillips head screw driver
- Pop rivet gun
- 1/8 inch POP rivets
- 1/8 inch steel cable
OPTIONAL TOOLS:
- Ratchet set
- Straight hex keys (for use with a drill)
- Drill press
SUPPLIES:
- Set of steel plate weights (2x25 lbs, 2x10 lbs, 2x5 lbs)
- Spring collars for steel plate weight sets - one pair required
- 2 1/4 inch x 5/8 inch expansion springs, 4 required
- 1 inch aluminum tube - 5 feet long, (4 feet piece and 1 foot piece is good)
- 7/8 inch aluminum tube - 5 inches long
- 4mm wide x 10mm long bolts to mount monitors. 14 required
- 4mm wide x 20mm long bolts to mount center monitor. 2 required
- 32 x 4mm washers
- 1/4 inch nut x 4 required
- 1/4 inch I.D. washers x 4 required
- Worm gear clamps, 1/4 x 2 inches, 8 required
- Cable ties, 6 required, 10 inch length minimum
- Electrical tape
- Bicycle handle rubber grip x 1
- 2 x 4 standard stock lumber, 4 feet long, painted bright red
- Spray paint - flat black for monitor mounting bar
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Chapter 2. Basic Assembly
1.
The assembly process as shown within the Dream Flyer instruction manual should
be followed for the majority of the construction of the simulator unit. The building
sequence and hardware to use is well explained for the general construction of the Dream
Flyer.
2.
The computer, keyboard, mouse and speaker system should be assembled the
same as any computer system and located on the left side of the Dream flyer unit.
Placing the keyboard and mouse to the rear left of the Dream Flyer will allow easy access
for the instructor.
3.

The basic steps to assemble the Dream Flyer to useable condition follows:
a.

obtain the required supplies and tools as listed,

b.

construct the 3 monitor mount bar from 1" aluminum tube,

c.

modify the 2 black monitor mount plates,

d.

construct a 3 foot section of 2x4 lumber and paint it red,

e.

construct the Dream Flyer per the original manual supplied, taking note to
modify the procedure for the 3 monitor mounting, joystick installation,
and the expansion springs to the control stick unit under the seat.
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Chapter 3. Air Cadet Glider Program Modifications
1.
During the assembly process the following changes must be incorporated to
modify the Dream Flyer to meet the set-up for the Air Cadet Program.

2.
Discard the #64 rubber bands supplied with the unit to connect the joystick handle
to the seat bottom eyehooks. Replace the rubber bands with 4 metal expansion springs
obtained from a hardware supplier. The springs should be 2 1/4" x 5/8". Canadian Tire
Stores sell such a spring as their part number 851634. See figure 1 and 2.

Fig 1. Expansion spring
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Fig 2. Expansion springs installed
3.
Discard the 4 metal rings provided with the Dream Flyer to secure the steel plate
weights onto the bars located at the rear of the Dream Flyer seat. Use a pair of spring
collars in their place to hold the weights securely on the balance bars. See figure 3.

Fig 3. Steel plate weights and spring collars
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4.
Do not mount the Saitek joystick control head on the control column. Two tubes
of aluminum will be riveted to the control column to extend the control column to the
same height as the control column in the Schweizer 233a glider. The extension is made
from a 4 1/2 inch long piece of 1" wide aluminum tube and a short section of 5/8 inch
insert tube. A rubber bicycle grip will be placed on top of the column extension to
closely resemble the control stick of the Schweizer 233a glider. See figure 4.

Fig 4. Modified control column

5.
The Saitek joystick will normally be used by the instructor and not the student
pilot. For convenience the Saitek joystick is kept on a holder made from a 4" length of 1"
wide aluminum tube. The holder is held in place on the Dream Flyer frame behind the
seat with 3 or 4 wraps of black electrical tape. The Saitek joystick slides in and out of the
holder for ease of use as needed. See figure 5.
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Fig 5. Control handle holder

6.
The single monitor display will work with the Dream Flyer and Microsoft Flight
Simulator. However multiple monitors provide a much greater field of view and a
greatly enhanced experience of realism. The larger the view the better the simulation
experience will be. The air cadet program has selected 3 x 22" wide LCD monitors for
the display. Flight Motion Simulations does not recommend larger than 22" screens.

7.
Some of the triple mount hardware supplied with the Dream Flyer is to be
discarded. The two large square metal plates, the two threaded aluminum blocks, and
two large nuts will be required for 3 screen mount modification. The rubber coated
clamps are not required. See figure 6.
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Fig 6. Monitor mounting hardware

8.
The main support mount for the 2 outer monitors is a 4 foot length of 1 inch wide
aluminum tube. Mount the 4 foot length of aluminum tube to the centre monitor support
with 2 x 1/4" bolts. The centre monitor will mount to the Dream Flyer per the original
instruction manual instructions. See figure 7 and figure 8.
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Fig 7. Monitor mounting bar attached to Dream Flyer

Fig 8. Monitor mounting bar attached to Dream Flyer
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9.
The 2 outer monitors mount to the monitor support bar using a combination of the
supplied monitor hardware and 1/4" x 2"gear clamps purchased from a local hardware
supply store. A second person is required to hold the monitor in position while the gear
clamps are tightened. Once the gear clamps are tightened the monitor can be released
and it will remain in position. See figure 9.

Fig. 9. Outer monitor mount details
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Chapter 4. Download and Installation of Software
1.
Microsoft's Flight Simulator X is the primary software to use with the Dream
Flyer. The software must be purchased from any computer software supplier.
www.microsoft.com
2.
FSUIPC 4 is a freeware download produced by Mr. Peter Dowson. This small
program is required to act as a conduit to allow Microsoft Flight Simulator to access
programs that are not supplied by Microsoft such as the aircraft and gliders that are
downloaded from online sources. Download the software from the website and follow
the program instructions to install into the Windows "System" files of your computer.
The "fsuipc.dll" file is the only portion of the program that is required to be placed into
the system file section of the Windows operating system.
www.schiratti.com/dowson.html
3.
Schweizer 233a Glider is a freeware download produced by Mr. Wolfgang Piper.
He has produced an exact replica of an air cadet glider for use with Microsoft Flight
Simulator. He has published it online for free download and use by the general public.
Download glider set # 4 from his web site as it contains the Schweizer 233a glider files.
Follow the loading instructions that are included within the readme file.
www.fsglider.de
4.
Saitek is the brand name of the flight controller system that comes supplied with
the Dream Flyer. This company produces excellent controllers that work flawlessly with
the Dream Flyer. A current set of software and drivers for the Saitek controllers is
supplied with the Dream Flyer. Follow the instructions that come with the software for
installation. This install is normally done once the flight simulation program is installed
and the joystick, throttle, and rudder pedals are ready to be connected to the computer.
Updates to the Saitek software may be available from the Saitek website from time to
time.
www.saitek.com
5.
Flight Sim Website is a site dedicated to flight simulation and is supported by
thousands of flight sim enthusiasts' worldwide. There are thousands of aircraft, updates,
and sub programs available at this web site that can help make the flight simulation
experience more enjoyable and diverse. This web site is not required to make the Dream
Flyer operate. It is only provided for general interest.
www.flightsim.com
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Chapter 5. Set-up and Operation of Flight Simulator System
1.
Balance Weights: The balance weights must be installed at the back of the Dream
Flyer seat to counter the weight of the operator and the triple monitors. Each operator
may vary in weight by a large amount and the counter weights required will vary
accordingly. When installing the balance weights ensure that the operator is seated well
back into the seat, their feet are resting on the rudder pedals and that they are not holding
the control column forward or back. Add or remove steel plate weights to either the left
or right weight mounting bars to achieve balance. The goal is to have the seat portion of
the Dream Flyer level and parallel to the floor. The following chart is a basic guideline
of the weight required to be added to the rear of the Dream Flyer for various weights of
operator.
Operator Weight
100 lbs
120 lbs
140 lbs
150 lbs
160 lbs
190 lbs
220 lbs

Left Weight Added On
40 lbs
35 lbs
30 lbs
25 lbs
25 lbs
25 lbs
25 lbs

Right Weight Added On
40 lbs
35 lbs
35 lbs
35 lbs
25 lbs
25 lbs
25 lbs

2.
The computer system for the Dream Flyer is best situated on the left side of the
Dream Flyer. The keyboard and mouse must be available to the instructor at the rear of
the simulator. When the main computer system is on the left side of the Dream Flyer the
keyboard and mouse can easily reach the rear of the simulator. The left position will also
allow for ease of routing the cables that connect the main computer unit to the monitors,
rudders, joystick, throttle quadrant, and speaker system.
3.
The cables and hook-ups for the computer system are standard as for any home
computer system. USB, speaker, keyboard, mouse and joystick cables are all standard.
Follow the manufacturer's recommendations for these connections.
4.
Monitor Hook-up without Triple Head To Go: The monitors should be connected
to the main computer system with the DVI-D cables and not the blue coloured VGA
cables. The DVI-D cables are better suited to transmit the high quality graphics between
the computer and monitors. The 3 monitor cables should connect to the 2 graphic cards
at the rear of the computer unit. Two of the monitors should connect to the "Y" harness
that in turn will connect to one of the graphic cards. The third monitor will connect to the
second graphic card. Should any monitor not be in the correct position when the
simulation is activated you can easily change over the monitor connection cables between
the monitors in question to gain correct orientation. It is recommended to shut down the
computer systems before changing over cables. See figure 10.
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Fig 10. Cables to rear of PC

5.
Monitor Hook-up with Triple Head To Go: The monitors should be connected to
the main computer system with the DVI-D cables and not the blue coloured VGA cables.
The DVI-D cables are better suited to transmit the high quality graphics between the
computer and monitors. The 3 monitor cables should connect to Triple Head To Go unit.
Ensure the left, right, and centre connections attach to the respective monitor as viewed
from the simulator seat. A single DVI-D cable then connects the Triple Head To Go unit
to one of the graphic card outputs on the rear of the computer. The Triple Head To Go
unit also uses a USB cable that connects it to any of the USB connections on the main
computer. Should any monitor not be in the correct position when the simulation is
activated you can easily change over the monitor connection cables between the monitors
in question to gain correct orientation. It is recommended to shut down the computer
systems before changing over cables.
6.
Multi monitor display: When properly set up the computer should operate
normally with the desktop viewed across the 3 monitor screens. If only one screen is
showing the Microsoft desktop you will have to set up the graphics output of the
computer to include the additional 2 monitors. Follow this procedure:
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Place the mouse on any open portion of the desktop and right click.
A drop down box will be shown.
Select ATI Catalyst Control Centre and left click on it.
The ATI graphic card control panel will now be displayed. See figure 11.
Select graphics found at the upper left corner.
A drop down options menu will now be displayed.
Select desktop and displays. See figure 12.
Left click on monitor #2.
Click on the small black triangle on monitor #2.
Select create a display group.
Adjust the display resolution to 5040 x 1050 at 60hz.
Select high colour at 32 bit.
Click ok at the bottom of the screens until you are back at the desktop.
All 3 monitors should now display one very wide desktop.
If the monitors are out of sequence you should swap around the video DVI-D cables
between the monitors until the proper sequence is shown from left to right. Be sure to
turn the monitors off before swapping the cables.

Fig 11. ATI graphics control centre
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Fig 12. ATI multi screen display set-up
7.
Visit each of the websites listed in chapter 4 and download the programs or files
as indicated. Save them to a unique folder or location so that you may easily call them up
when you need to install and activate them.
8.
Software installation and setup: Install the Microsoft Flight Simulator X
program as directed by the manufacturer.
9.
Install the FSUIPC4 program as directed by the software provider. This is a self
loading program that requires little user input during the installation. Microsoft Flight
Simulator X must be fully installed before FSUIPC can be installed.
10.
Install the Schweizer 233a Glider program as directed by the software provider.
The files must be un-zipped to a unique folder and the contents of the folder then copied
over to the Microsoft Flight Simulator files within your "C" drive. The final destination
within the Microsoft file folder on your "C" drive is Microsoft Flight Simulator, flight
sim objects, aircraft.
11.
Install the Saitek joystick and rudder pedal software as directed by Saitek. You
should calibrate the joystick and rudder pedals with your computer system during the
installation process.
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12.
The following lists specific setting adjustments to be made to the of Microsoft
Flight Simulator X program. Ensure all add on programs listed within paragraphs 8 to 11
of this chapter are installed prior to making these adjustments. Activate the flight
simulator program and perform these adjustments from the Flight Sim X main start up
page.
select "settings" from the side panel on the left side of the screen
select "sound" from the side panel on the right side of the screen
ensure "cockpit sounds" is not checked See figure 13.
click ok to return to return to the previous page
select controls from the side panel on the right side of the screen
select advanced controls
move the slider adjustments for both ailerons and elevator axis See figure 14.
(1) sensitivity - both sliders full over to the right end point
(2) null zone - both sliders full over to the left end point
select "calibrate" at the top of the page and follow the on screen prompts to calibrate both
the joystick and rudder pedals
click ok to return to the previous page
select "realism" from the side panel on the right side of the screen
move all the slider adjustments for "flight model" to the full right (realistic) end point
ensure "display flying tips" is not checked
ensure "auto rudder" is not checked See figure 15.
click ok to return to the previous page
click ok to return to the start page
select "free flight" from the side panel on the left side of the screen
select an aircraft
select a location airport of your choice
select weather of your choice
select date and time of your choice
select "fly now"
when the flight begins,
press "P" on the keyboard to pause the simulation
press "alt" on the keyboard to open the options bar at the top left of the screen
select options
select settings
select display
select 5040 x 1050 x 32 for 3 monitors without triple head to go units
select 3042 x 1080 x 32 for 3 monitors with triple head to go units
ensure "anti-aliasing" is checked on
under traffic,
ensure "show aircraft labels" is not checked
click ok to return to the options bar at the top left of the screen
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select views from the options bar at the top left of the screen
select new view, cockpit, virtual cockpit See figure 16.
a new view window will open on the screen
click anywhere within the new view box
use the joystick hat to rotate the view in the new window to show the right wingtip view
resize the new view window by dragging the corners of the view box to make the new
window box approx 4"x 5" in size
drag the entire box to the right lower corner of the display
repeat this process to make another new view box to show the left wingtip See figure 17.
click anywhere within the large display
press "P" to start the simulation from where you left off
ensure the 2 new wingtip views display correctly while the aircraft is flown

press "esc" on the keyboard to exit from the simulation
select end flight
from the start page select "free flight"
select the Schweizer 233a glider, and the date, weather and location of your choice
select "fly now"
press "alt" on the keyboard
select world
select map
enter the altitude you wish to begin your flight from
enter the heading you wish your glider to begin your flight with
enter the airspeed you wish your glider to begin your flight with (usually 50mph)
click ok to return to the simulation
select "P" to pause the simulation
select save flight as from the options bar at the top left of the screen
enter a unique file name and description for the saved file
ensure "save as default flight" is selected
Note: You may wish to create numerous saved files to match to the different training
lesson plans that are included within Volume II of this manual. This will allow you to
select the training lessons from your pre-saved flight files rather then have to create the
different lesson setups each time you will train a new lesson.
click ok to return to the simulation
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Fig 13. Sound setup

Fig 14. Sensitivity and Null zone settings
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Fig 15. Realism settings

Fig 16. Wing tip view setup
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Fig 17. Wing tip view
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Common Used Key Commands
Alt

selects the Options drop down list at the upper left display

P

Pause or Un-Pause the simulation

S

cycle through various Views

=

Zoom In on subject

-

Zoom Out on subject

Joystick Hat button

Pan View to various positions

/

cycle Spoilers open or closed

ESC

Exit from the simulation

W

cycle through 2D cockpit views

Cntrl, Shift and Y

call for Tow Plane

Shift and Y

Release tow rope

. (period)

wheel Brakes
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Chapter 6. Troubleshooting
1.
The most common reason that the simulation will not work properly is because
users will often attempt to change settings or parameters of the Microsoft Flight
Simulator program. The settings recommended within this manual have been proven to
work well with the Dream Flyer configured to the Schweizer 233a glider, 2 graphics
cards and 3 display monitors.
2.
Cable connections: Ensure that all cables are properly seated into the sockets
they connect to and that any thumbscrews that hold the cables in place are tightly
secured. During normal use it is possible that a user or by-stander might step on or kick a
cable out of its socket. Make sure that everything is properly connected as recommended
by the manufacturer.
3.
Graphics Systems: If using 2 graphic cards ensure that the "crossfire" box is
checked off within the ATI graphics display centre. Crossfire links the 2 graphics cards
together via the software programming from ATI and in effect turns the 2 cards into one
large card capable of multi display screen output.
4.
When using the "Triple Head To Go" hardware there is a setup program that must
be installed and run before the multi display screens will operate correctly. Insert the
Triple Head To Go CD in the CD drive. Follow the on screen instructions making sure to
activate 3 monitors and use a resolution of 3042 x 1080 x 32. Once the 3 monitors are
active continue to load the remaining software as instructed within this manual.
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Optional Seat Belt Installation
1.
Seat belts as used within the ACGP Schweizer 233a glider can easily be added to
the Dream Flyer. One set of shoulder straps and a lap belt will be required. Used seat
belts that are no longer air worthy for real flight will most likely be more than suitable to
use with the Dream Flyer Simulation. These may be obtained from your region glider
maintenance staff.
2.
The lap belts can be installed to the left and right side of the simulator seat by
drilling a 1/4" hole in the black metal pan that the cloth seat bolts down to. Use a short
1/4" bolt with 2 washers and a self locking nut to bolt the lap belts to the frame.
3.
The shoulder belts can be secured in place along the back of the cloth seat by
using a length of wire cable wrapped around both steel plate weight bars at the bottom
rear of the seat pan. Ensure the wire cable is inserted into the shoulder belt connection
before securing the wire cable ends together with a nico press sleeve. If you prefer to not
use a steel wire cable you could use a thin rope or other cable. See figure 19.

Fig. 19. Seat belts installed
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Your simulation system is now fully ready for use. Happy landings!
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VOLUME II
Dream Flyer Simulation Lesson Packages
Reference: A-CR-CCP-242/PT-005
1.
To ensure effective integration of the ‘Dream Flyer’ simulator into the
Aviation Training Day a specific and progressive series of lessons should be
used to make certain that the cadet’s experience is effective and enjoyable. The
use of proper instructional technique is important however, this simulator is
effectively a single-seat aircraft so the demonstration of manoeuvres will be
conducted differently than in a Schweizer 2-33. The use of coaching and
demonstration without using the controls will take a significant role in the training
delivery. The training is designed to be progressive. As experience and
knowledge is gained more difficult manoeuvres and sequences can be presented
and attempted. Since there will be significant gaps in using the simulator for an
individual cadet it is extremely important to review previous material. Without a
proper review it is likely the cadet will have forgotten some of the previous
information and as such will experience undue difficulty with the lesson.
2.
The training is outlined so it can be delivered by gliding staff, staff cadets,
or with some guidance, anyone with an aviation background. Although previous
flying instruction experience will be beneficial the lesson plans are designed so
pilots with lesser amounts of experience can effectively deliver the material. By
following the appropriate Lesson Plan the key points will be covered in a useful
sequence. Each lesson contains a pre-exercise briefing, an exercise layout, and
a post exercise debriefing.
3.
The pre-exercise briefing sets the stage for what the cadet is to expect
during their simulator experience. This briefing may be delivered individually or
to a group. It will contain a review of previous knowledge or concepts relevant to
the exercise being conducted, a description of the manoeuvres or sequences to
be conducted, and an outline of the exercise. The review is important as it
ensures the cadet is at the required level and will both enjoy and benefit from the
experience. Without confirming that the cadets are up to speed for the lesson
they will likely be confused and frustrated. This will ultimately lead to an unenjoyable experience. The description of the manoeuvres or sequences is the
‘how to’ portion of the briefing. This is where you describe what you will do, what
you will see, and what you will feel. The outline of the exercise describes what
will happen from the time you approach the simulator until the exercise is
complete. This will help the cadet to understand what to expect when they are
operating the simulator.
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4.
The exercise layout will describe how to conduct the practical portion of
the lesson. The order of events is designed to have the manoeuvres or
sequences build upon each other as the exercise progresses. As the exercise
proceeds it is important to positively reinforce the cadet’s successes. This is a
very early introduction to aviation. Flying the simulator well is not the goal, linking
the theory to the practical experience is. By highlighting the link between what
the books say to the basic building blocks of attitudes and movements to more
advanced manoeuvres and sequences the cadet will have a better understanding
of the relevance of the ground school lessons and make the material much more
interesting. It is important the exercise is centered around the cadet’s experience
in the simulator. The link between what the cadet does to what is seen and felt
must be highlighted. It also must be reinforced that the cadet is directly
controlling the simulator.
5.
The post-exercise debriefing will summarize the cadets' experience with
the simulator. This is also an excellent opportunity to answer any questions
about the exercise and leave the cadets with a positive impression of the Gliding
Centre. The debriefing will also cover what can be expected during the next
exercise in the simulator.
6.
There are 3 lesson plans for use with the simulator at Annexes A-C of this
document. These lesson plans have been developed from the Glider Pilot
Course. The lesson plans are progressive in nature with each building on the
experience of the previous lesson. In the initial stages of employing the simulator
some judgement must be used in matching cadets with the appropriate lesson
plan. If a cadet has a keen interest in aviation and has had quite a few flights in
a glider then the first lesson plan may not be advanced enough. Alternatively if a
cadet has little interest in aviation then the first lesson plan may be appropriate
no matter how many flights they have received in a glider. The ultimate goal is to
match the cadet with the lesson that is challenging and stimulating but not
overwhelming and frustrating.
7.
As this is a new initiative feedback is important. All successes and
challenges should be documented and forwarded. Additionally, solutions for the
challenges and ways to improve the program will only serve to improve the
product as we progress. Please forward any technical or hardware issues to your
region's simulator OPI.
8.
The Dream Flyer simulator will provide a significant enhancement to the
Aviation Training Day experience for Air Cadets within your region. As this is a
new activity it is expected there will be setbacks, however these will be overcome
and as we move forward we will deliver an improved program at each of our
Gliding Centres.
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Lesson Plan 1
Target Audience
1.
This lesson is aimed at cadets with little or no aviation experience. Cadets
with less than 3 glider flights and no experience in the simulator will benefit most
from this lesson.
Pre-Exercise Brief
2.

3.

4.

Brief the following background points:
a.

Sitting in the Dream Flyer – Explain how to get into the simulator,
how to balance yourself and how to do up the straps. Explain
where the controls are located and how to use them;

b.

Flying by Attitude – Explain the concept of setting a specific attitude
to get a specific result. A nose high attitude will result in a slower
airspeed than a nose low attitude. A banked attitude will cause a
turn;

c.

Movements – Explain that movements are how we transition
between attitudes. Explain what pitch, roll, and yaw are. Explain
that movements are created by the control surfaces; and

d.

Primary Effects of Controls – Explain what movement each control
surface creates. Explain what a pilot does to move each control
surface. Explain it takes some time for the glider to react to a
control surface input.

Describe the following manoeuvres:
a.

Setting an Attitude – Explain how to set an attitude and explain this
is the first building block of flying any aircraft. Explain that we will be
using 50 mph with the wings level as our starting point and working
from there; and

b.

Moving Between Attitudes – Explain how the cadet will be moving
between various attitudes using pitch, roll, and yaw. Explain that
control surfaces are used in a coordinated fashion to get the
desired results.

Outline the exercise with the following points:
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a.

Starting the Exercise – The glider will be 2000 feet AGL and flying
approximately 50 mph. The cadet will attempt to maintain straight
glide at 50 mph;

b.

Changing Attitudes – The cadet will pitch up slightly to a 40 mph
attitude and hold the speed there for a few seconds. Then the
cadet will pitch down to a 60 mph attitude and hold that for a few
seconds. Finally, the cadet will return to a 50 mph attitude and hold
it;

c.

Banked Attitudes – The cadet will roll the glider to 30 degree bank
and hold it for a few seconds. Then the cadet will then return to a
wings level attitude and hold it;

d.

Yaw – The cadet will push the rudder pedals in both directions to
see the effects of the rudder and return to straight glide at 50 mph;
and

e.

Practice – The cadet will practice changing and holding different
attitudes until they reach the ground. For this lesson there is no
need to fly a normal circuit. The time can be used much more
effectively practicing attitudes and movements.

Exercise Outline
5.

Set up the lesson as follows:
a.

Start the lesson at 2000 ft AGL. Have the cadet fly straight glide at
50 MPH;

b.

Have the cadet pitch up to a 40 MPH attitude and hold for about 5
seconds;

c.

Have the cadet pitch down to a 60 MPH attitude and hold for about
5 seconds;

d.

Have the cadet return to a 50 MPH attitude and hold;

e.

Have the cadet roll left to a 30 degrees bank and hold;

f.

Have the cadet roll level;

g.

Have the cadet roll right to a 30 degree bank and hold;

h.

Have the cadet roll level;
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i.

Have the cadet push the left rudder pedal and see the results;

j.

Have the cadet push the right rudder pedal and see the results;

k.

Have the cadet centralize the rudder pedals and hold;

l.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

m.

Have the cadet practice speed changes. Emphasize how the glider
takes some time to react;

n.

Have the cadet practice changing the angle of bank;

o.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

p.

Continue to practice as time and altitude permit;

q.

As the ground nears, have the cadet level the wings and pitch up to
a 40 MPH attitude. This should result in a landing when the glider
runs out of altitude. This will reinforce attitude flying to complete
more advanced manoeuvres; and

r.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions.

Post Exercise Debrief
6.
After the cadet has completed their simulator exercise, have a debrief and
discuss the following:
a.

Attitude Flying – Reinforce how attitudes and movements are the
building blocks of flying any aircraft;

b.

Answer any questions the cadet may have;

c.

Highlight that the next exercise in the simulator will emphasize
coordinating the 3 control surfaces to do a medium turn.
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Lesson Plan 2
Target Audience
1.
This lesson is aimed at cadets with some aviation experience. Cadets
with less than 5 glider flights and the first simulator experience will benefit most
from this lesson.
Pre-Exercise Brief
2.

3.

4.

Brief the following background points:
a.

Review – Review the previous simulator exercise. Emphasize flying
by attitude and the primary effects of controls. Highlight how these
building blocks will be used to complete a medium turn;

b.

Sitting in the Dream Flyer – Explain how to get into the simulator,
how to balance yourself and how to do up the straps. Explain
where the controls are located and how to use them;

c.

The Importance of Specific Manoeuvres – Explain why it is
important to be able to complete a specific manoeuvre when you
want to. Explain that being able to have the glider do what you want
is crucial for safe and effective operation of the aircraft.

Describe the following manoeuvres:
a.

Straight Glide – Explain that straight glide is used to go from one
place to another place. Explain that we will normally fly straight
glide at 50 MPH with the wings level. Emphasize that this
manoeuvre is basic attitude flying;

b.

Medium Turn – Explain a medium turn is done at 50 MPH with 30
degrees of bank. Explain how to enter a medium turn by setting a
50 MPH attitude, rolling into a 30 degree bank and maintaining your
50 MPH speed with pitch control. Explain how to roll out by rolling
the wings level and maintaining 50 MPH with pitch control.

Outline the exercise with the following points:
a.

Starting the Exercise – The glider will be 2000 feet AGL and flying
approximately 50 mph. The cadet will attempt to maintain straight
glide at 50 mph;
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b.

Medium Turns – The cadet will attempt to roll to a left hand
medium turn and hold it for a 180 degree heading change before
rolling level. Then the cadet will attempt a medium turn to the right
for a 180 degree heading change and roll level;

c.

Practice – The cadet will practice a combination of straight glide
and medium turns as time and altitude permit. Like the first Lesson
Plan have the cadet practice all the way to the ground.

Exercise Outline
5.

Set up the lesson as follows:
a.

Start the lesson at 2000 ft AGL. Have the cadet fly straight glide at
50 MPH;

b.

Have the cadet pitch up to a 40 MPH attitude and hold for about 5
seconds;

c.

Have the cadet pitch down to a 60 MPH attitude and hold for about
5 seconds;

d.

Have the cadet return to a 50 MPH attitude and hold;

e.

Ask and confirm that the cadet still understands the basics of
attitude flying;

f.

Have the cadet attempt to roll into a medium left turn;

g.

Have the cadet hold the medium turn for a heading change of 180
degrees;

h.

Have the cadet roll level;

i.

Have the cadet roll into a right medium turn;

j.

Have the cadet hold the medium turn for a heading change of 180
degrees;

k.

Have the cadet roll level;

l.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

m.

Have the cadet practice straight glide and speed changes.
Emphasize how the glider takes some time to react;
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n.

Have the cadet practice medium turns;

o.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

p.

Continue to practice as time and altitude permit;

q.

As the ground nears, have the cadet level the wings and pitch up to
a 40 MPH attitude. This should result in a landing when the glider
runs out of altitude. This will reinforce attitude flying to complete
more advanced manoeuvres; and

r.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions.

Post Exercise Debrief
6.
After the cadet has completed their simulator exercise, have a debrief and
discuss the following:
a.

Straight Glide – Review that straight glide is used to travel from one
point to another;

b.

Medium Turns – Review that medium turns are used to change
direction;

c.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;
and

c.

Highlight that the next exercise in the simulator will emphasize
using straight glide and medium turns to fly a circuit.
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Lesson Plan 3
Target Audience
1.
This lesson is aimed at cadets with some aviation experience. Cadets
with some glider flights along with the first and second simulator experience will
benefit most from this lesson.
Pre-Exercise Brief
2.

3.

Brief the following background points:
a.

Review – Review the previous simulator exercises. Emphasize
flying by attitude and the primary effects of controls. Review
straight glide and medium turns;

b.

Sitting in the Dream Flyer – Explain how to get into the simulator,
how to balance yourself and how to do up the straps. Explain
where the controls are located and how to use them; and

c.

The Role of the Traffic Circuit – Explain how it organizes traffic and
by flying a predetermined pattern it is easier to determine if things
are going well or need to be adjusted.

Describe the following sequences:
a.

Downwind – Using straight glide fly a track parallel to where you
want to land but in the opposite direction. Enter the downwind at
about 1000 feet AGL;

b.

Base Turn – Conduct a medium turn for a heading change of 90
degrees towards your final approach. The turn should be initiated at
about 600 feet AGL and completed by 500 feet AGL;

c.

Base Leg – Using straight glide fly a track perpendicular to the
downwind and towards final approach;

d.

Final Turn – Conduct a medium turn for a heading change of 90
degrees towards the spot you want to land. The turn should be
initiated at about 400 feet AGL and completed by 300 feet AGL;

e.

Final approach – Fly straight glide until the just before the glider
reaches the ground; and
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f.

4.

Landing – As the ground gets close adjust to a 40 MPH attitude and
let the glider settle onto the ground.

Outline the exercise with the following points:
a.

Starting the Exercise – The glider will be 2000 feet AGL and flying
approximately 50 mph. The cadet will attempt to maintain straight
glide at 50 mph;

b.

Airwork – The cadet will practice speed changes and medium turns
working toward the circuit. Try to set up the cadet so circuit entry is
not too difficult. Set up the landing area based on where you enter
the circuit; and

c.

Circuit – The cadet will attempt to fly a traffic circuit while being
coached though the exercise. If the IP is not quite perfect the
landing point can be adjusted to match the circuit.

Exercise Outline
5.

Set up the lesson as follows:
a.

Start the lesson at 2000 ft AGL. Have the cadet fly straight glide at
50 MPH;

b.

Have the cadet pitch up to a 40 MPH attitude and hold for about 5
seconds;

c.

Have the cadet pitch down to a 60 MPH attitude and hold for about
5 seconds;

d.

Have the cadet return to a 50 MPH attitude and hold;

e.

Ask and confirm that the cadet still understands the basics of
attitude flying;

f.

Have the cadet attempt to roll into a medium left turn;

g.

Have the cadet hold the medium turn for a heading change of 180
degrees;

h.

Have the cadet roll level;

i.

Have the cadet roll into a right medium turn;
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j.

Have the cadet hold the medium turn for a heading change of 180
degrees;

k.

Have the cadet roll level;

l.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

m.

Have the cadet practice straight glide and speed changes.
Emphasize how the glider takes some time to react;

n.

Have the cadet practice medium turns as they work to the IP;

o.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;

p.

Have the cadet enter the circuit at the IP;

q.

Have the cadet complete the downwind, base, and final. Coach the
cadet as necessary;

r.

As the ground nears, have the cadet ensure the wings are level and
pitch up to a 40 MPH attitude. This should result in a landing when
the glider runs out of altitude; and

r.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions.

Post Exercise Debrief
6.
After the cadet has completed their simulator exercise, have a debrief and
discuss the following:
a.

Circuit – Review the circuit and emphasize that the circuit consists
of a series of basic manoeuvres; and

b.

Ask the cadet if they have any questions. Answer any questions;
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